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Managing Bees

Earlier…
We discussed topics related to honey bees:

• Bee biology
• Basic Equipment
• Hive/Apiary location

Now we are going to look at how to start your  
beekeeping adventure!

As a new beekeeper, your starting point will 
vary with how you acquire bees and the 
equipment you have or will  buy.



First Lesson in Beekeeping is Use a 
Smoker!

If you don’t believe that, try working bees without a smoker 
and you will change your opinion… quickly!

Two theories as to why smoke is effective:

1. Smoke masks the alarm pheromone emitted when 
bees sting – this is proven.

2. Bees evolved in forests where fires resulted in hives 
burning.  Bees learned to associate smoke with having 
to leave and find a new home.  In order to have the 
resources to start a new hive, they re-enter the hive 
and fill their honey stomachs to take honey with them.  
This makes them lethargic and slow.



Lighting a Smoker

You need:

Smoker Dry Fuel Ignition source

Pine cones
Pine needles
Cardboard
Wood Chips
Dryer lint
Cedar bark
Dry leaves
Wood pellets
Burlap pieces

Matches
Bic lighters
Stick lighters
Propane lighter



Bee Suit: Full length, jackets, two-piece and more veil choices than you can imagine.  A 
long sleeved shirt buttoned down well and boots with your pants legs taped or 
wrapped tight along with a veil and gloves can do if you don’t want to buy a suit right 
away.  Avoid dark colors. Bees see dark colors as defense threats and will be more 
likely to pay attention to you.

Shoes: Many beekeepers wear high top work boots or rubber boots when working 
bees for the support they provide and to keep bees from their ankles.

Second Lesson in Beekeeping is Get a 
Beesuit and Gloves that fit!
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Protect the hands from stings. Some people just beginning select the least expensive -- a canvas garden 
glove. But bees will sting through light canvas. They provide some protection but not enough. Good bee 
gloves will have sleeves sewn on them to keep bees from crawling up your cuffs.

Bee gloves come in cow and goat leather and in rubber versions. You can use petroleum jelly to soften the 
leather.

The rubber coated ones are good for honey harvesting as honey can be washed off. 

Some beekeepers wear white nitrile or dishwashing gloves as they are inexpensive and give good 
sensitivity.

Gloves
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Bottom line on protective clothing:  Don’t buy online unless 
you can get a full refund.  It is better to visit a local bee 

supplier and try on suits, veils, and gloves to ensure a good fit.  

If you get poor fitting equipment, 
the bees will let you know!



Starting with a Swarm or Package of 
Honeybees

At some time or another, a beekeeper will install 
a swarm or a package of bees into a hive.

• The procedure is about the same for either.

• The goal is to get the bees from a bush, tree, 
etc. or the package into a hive box.



Starting with a Swarm of Honeybees
Be Prepared……

You need something to put the swarm into!  This does not cover CATCHING 
the swarm. That will be covered in the Advanced class in March.

The equipment needed for a swarm, a package, or Nuc of bees….

• A single deep hive body with frames,  bottom 
board, inner cover, and top cover.  Also a feeder 
to feed the bees for a short period of time.

• Sometimes a swarm is not worth getting.



Starting with a Swarm

Remember the statement some swarms are not 
worth getting? 

• The cost of a package of bees is far less than a 
trip to the hospital.

• An inexperienced beekeeper may have little to 
no success keeping a swarm alive 



• Swarms come from existing colonies of bees.

• A primary swarm consists of the old queen and a 
large number of worker bees and some drones.

• It will vary in size.

• Generally the bees are very docile.

Starting with a Swarm



• Swarms can occur anytime of the year except middle of winter

• Swarms usually occur mid to late spring – March through May

• Hanging on fence posts, from tree branches, sides of cars…

• Docile and non-defensive; Easy to catch with bag, bucket, or 
net – can even just shake into a hive box 

Swarm



Starting with a Package

Three pound package is recommended.

• A package of bees is a screened box with bees, a 
Queen and syrup can.

• The contents of the package.

Syrup can

Queen cage with queen

Bees

• Note: If shipped, it will have marshmallows or dry sugar

• Keep your package in a dark cool place.  Do not expose 
to heat or very cold temperatures.



Installing a Package

• Notice the bees are clustered around the syrup 
can and queen cage.  If they get hot, they will be 
covering the screen trying to find a way out.

• First, mist the bees with sugar water spray (¼ cup 
sugar to 1 cup water or just water)

• Second, remove the cover over the hole in the top 
of the cage.  Below this cover is the queen cage 
on a wire or clip and the syrup can.

• Third … Bump the package directly on the 
ground… this causes the bees to fall to the bottom 
of the cage.  Here they will not be flying out all 
over the place when you remove the syrup can to 
remove the queen cage.



Putting the Bees into the Hive

• When the queen cage is removed, cover to hole with 
a wood scrap or piece of cardboard to prevent bees in 
the bottom of the cage escape thru the hole in the 
top of the cage.

• Queen cages vary --- some are made of wood in 
various designs and some are plastic.



• Check the queen cage to make sure your queen is 
alive and well.

• Remove the cork, cap, or metal cover from the end 
of the queen cage with the candy.

• You will find a white candy separating the queen 
from the hole. You can use a small nail to start a 
hole.

• This is a plastic queen cage. It is becoming more and 
more common.  It is replacing the three hole Benton 
cages made of wood.

Putting the Bees into the Hive



Checking the Plastic queen cage

• The queen is located in this compartment

• The cap to prevent the bees from releasing the queen 
too soon will be here.

• The candy is located here.

Putting the Bees into the Hive



Checking the Benton three hole cage

• The queen is located in this compartment

• The candy is located here.

• The cork to prevent the bees from releasing the 
queen too soon will be here.

Putting the Bees into the Hive



• Ready to install package
• You made sure the queen is alive.  The bees 

are still in the package.

• The equipment is ready.
• Place a Queen Excluder above the bottom board
• Entrance reducer installed
• Feeder installed
• Stuff a little clump of grass loosely in the 

entrance.

• Now for the installation!

Putting the Bees into the Hive



• Remove the cork, or cap from the queen cage.

• Place the queen cage between two frames 
next to the area where the package is going to 
be placed into the hive.  Do not place the 
queen cage near the bottom of the hive.  

• The bees will cluster around the queen cage 
and begin to eat the sugar candy to release 
her.  This takes up to several days.

• Why not release her right away?

Putting the Bees into the Hive



• Place the package into the space in the hive body.  
(Place a couple of small wood spacers in the 
bottom to keep from crushing bees.) 

• Once the package is resting on the bottom board, 
use your hive tool to scoop out a few bees and 
shake them on top of the Queen cage.

• Place the inner cover on the hive but leave room 
to remove the lid covering the hole in the 
package.  Pull the lid from the package and slide 
the inner cover completely over the hive.

Putting the Bees into the Hive



You want to prevent what is going on in this picture! 

• Be sure to remove the package from the hive and 
replace the package with frames/ foundation 
when the bees have left the package.  Most likely 
the next day.

• Be sure you feed your bees.  Check to ensure the 
queen is released in three or four days.  Resist the 
temptation to open the hive every day.

Putting the Bees into the Hive



Things to remember about the colony growth of a swarm or 
package of bees…

• The population of bees in your new hive will decrease until new bees 
emerge from cells to replace the bees which die.  

• This is the important reason to find any problems with your queen quickly.   
See the chart in the next slide to visualize what is happening to your bee 
population.

Putting the Bees into the Hive



Population Growth
• Population Growth in a newly started hive from a swarm or package 

decreases for a time before it begins to increase.

• Swarms start a bit faster because the queen is already accepted and will start 
laying just as soon as cells are ready.
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Factors to consider
• The first egg the queen lays will emerge as an adult in 21 

days.
• The queen can lay as many as 2000+ eggs a day, but in a 

small population of bees, she will lay only no more than the 
nurse bees can feed and keep warm.

• Thus, it will take about 45 days for the new population of 
bees to exceed the original package population.

• The population growth after that will increase rapidly. 

Population Growth



Differences

A ‘nuc’, or nucleus colony of bees, is 

the most common way for hobbyists, 

sideliners, and commercial beekeepers 

to purchase a hive of honey bees.

Standard 5-frame Nuc should include:

• Laying Queen

• 2 frames of brood, ½ to ⅔ capped, with 
adhering bees

• 1 frame of feed with adhering bees

• 1 frame of foundation/empty comb

• Extra bees to ensure the brood will be 
kept warm

A ‘package’ is a screened box of bees 

with no comb. Often from a commercial 

operation with excess bees from Spring 

Increase.

Standard 3 lb package should include:

• Caged Queen (new to the bees)

• 1 can of sugar water

• 10’s of thousands of bees in a cluster (2 
and 4 lb packages are available)



Pros & Cons

Pros

• Nucs are a better investment because it is an 
established colony – just smaller.

• The bees have accepted the queen, she’s alive 
and laying.

• They have some drawn comb to work with, 
brood, pollen and honey. 

• More likely to get bees acclimated to your 
area.

Cons

• More expensive and as demand goes up, 
prices will go up (Hurricane Harvey drove Nuc
prices to over $350-400 in some places).

• Availability can an issue. Local beekeepers sell 
a limited number of Nucs each year (based on 
their own population).  Earlier purchase 
reservations means earlier delivery in Spring.

Pros

• Price is the major pro of ordering a package. Packages are 
cheaper than Nucs because you are just buying the bees, not 
the built out comb, brood, pollen, and honey

• Fairly easy to install. 

• Availability typically does not fluctuate based on the type of 
winter  - you can sometimes order them as late as early 
March.

Cons

• Requires a lot of feeding of syrup so they can build comb –
comb is required for the queen to have cells in which to lay 
and comb is required for the bees to store pollen and nectar.

• Slower to build a strong hive – it can take 4-8 weeks before 
you get your first hatch of brood due to the time it takes to 
build comb.  By then most of the bees you received in the 
package are near their life expectancy, or are already dead.



Questions to Ask Before You Buy

Nuc’s

• How many frames? 3-4-5?

• How old is the Queen?

• Marked and Clipped Queen?

• What is the major breed line? 
Italian, Russian, Carolinian, VSH…?

• What region do they come from if 
not from the suppliers stock?

• Can I inspect when I pick up?

Packages

• How many pounds? 2, 3, 4?

• How old is the Queen?

• Marked and Clipped Queen?

• What is the major breed line? Italian, 
Russian, Carniolan , VSH…?

• What region do they come from if not from 
the suppliers stock?

• If shipped, do you offer a guarantee/refund?



What to Look for at Pickup/Delivery

Nuc’s

• General condition of the frames –
loose, good brood pattern, any queen 
cells/cups, any cross-combing or burr 
comb?

• Amount of brood, pollen, and honey?

• Visual evidence of SHB or Varroa?

• Bee activity – good or lethargic?

• Can you find the Queen (not absolutely 
necessary but if she is marked, you 
should be able to).

Packages

• Bee activity – good or lethargic?

• Are they aggressive towards the Queen 
cage?

• How many attendants in with the Queen 
(if you can see)?

• Visual evidence of SHB or Varroa?

• Any dead bees in the bottom of the 
package?

• Take a picture to document the package 
and bee’s condition if shipped. 

Not ALL Nuc’s pr Packages make it for a variety of reasons – not all the 
beekeepers fault!



Short List of Nuc/Package Suppliers
• Natures Nectar - Donny Johns, Boyd, TX (5 frame 

Nucs) 817-939-3249

• Tractor Supply online (delivered UPS) #3 Package (Ital 
& Carniolan) $199.99

• Justin Hartman, Gainesville, TX Nucs $200 Contact for 
availability jch1854@yahoo.com,

• RWeaver 4 frame nucs (Buckfast Queens) $300 pick 
your pickup date in  Navasota, TX - #3 Package $175-
180

• Christi Baughman, beegirl@beegirl.biz, pickup in 
Garland, TX – 5 frame Nucs $235 (will price match)

• Coronado Bees, Paris, TX Nuc (Italian) $200 (ready 
May 4th)

• Powell Family five frame Nucs (Italian) $190, pickup 
Mead, OK,  mid-May

EFBA does NOT ENDORSE any specific bee supplier –
the above list is provided for information ONLY!

• Honey Bees Unlimited, Italian and Certified Russian. 5 
frame Nucs $200 for class participants who reserve by 
February 7th. $225 for nucs reserved after 2/7. 
www.honeybeesultd.com / 972-768-5505

• Andy Reglin, Dallas Honey Company, Lucas, TX 469-446-
6485

• Mountain Sweet Honey (Italian) shipped from Georgia - #3 
package $110-135

• TBS, 5 frame Nucs $219, pickup Blue Ridge TX, various 
dates.  Also sell single box hives. 

• Sum R Leaves – Jan Hodson, Cooke County, 5 frame Nucs
$200, Contact for availability. janrhodson@gmail.com 940-
637-2702

• Beeweaver 4 frame nuc $325 (claim to be Varroa resistant, 
treatment free) Pickup in Navasota, TX - Package $225

mailto:jch1854@yahoo.com
http://www.honeybeesultd.com/
mailto:janrhodson@gmail.com


Nuc Inspection

Cross Combing Good Brood Pattern

Burr Comb



Nucleus (Nuc) Installation
• Prepare the hive: install the entrance reducer have a feeder ready. Stuff a 

little grass in the entrance.  Place a Queen Excluder above the bottom 

board.

• Install the Nuc frames in the center of the hive. In the same order they are in 

the Nuc.  Some beekeepers recommend installing to one side of the hive.

• Fill in around the Nuc frames with empty frames.

• Feed and close up the hive.

• Leave them alone for a week or two before you do your first inspection.

Checker Boarding Frames to Increase Comb Buildout
• When it is obvious the hive has accepted the queen and she is laying well, 

insert an empty frame between built-out frames every few days.

• Violates the “bee space” and the bees build out the comb on the empty 

frames faster.



Feed!

• You need to feed all new hives!  Reduces 
their dependence on foraging, provides 
plenty of resources to build comb, reduces 
the desire to leave.

• It should be one of your higher priorities.

• Many people feed sugar syrup.  Use a 
heavier mixture 1:1 sugar and water early 
in spring and later go to 2 parts water and 
1 part sugar.



Feeders



Check your water!
• Check the pH of your syrup. Honey average pH is 3.9 (range 3.4-6.1) My water 

tested at 8.4!

• Use pool water test strips, add acid (cider vinegar and/or lemon juice) to lower 
pH.



Pollen (Patties and Dry Substitute)

Cut patties into strips and put a 

drop or two of food grade 

wintergreen essential oil on top 

to repel SHB.



Questions?

Good Luck…!


